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Male crested penguins are hard workers – especially when it comes
to their elaborate breeding ritual. After gathering in massive colonies
to mate, they =nd and establish a nesting site, help incubate the eggs
females lay, and then guard the chicks after they hatch. Male crested
penguins have also been known to arrive at their breeding locations
long before the females. But the reasons for this have been largely
speculative. Do the males start swimming back to their breeding
grounds earlier than the females? Do the males swim faster than the
females? Do the females wait offshore while the males secure nesting
sites?

Scientists have answered this using a new modeling technique in a
new study published in the Journal of Zoology, and have determined for the =rst time that male crested penguins do start
migrating from their winter feeding grounds towards their breeding grounds about nine days before the females.
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No place like home: scientists discover that
male crested penguins head home earlier
than females

 / Shreya Dasgupta

Male crested penguins are hard workers - especially when it comes to their elaborate breeding
ritual. After gathering in massive colonies to mate, they find and establish a nesting site, help
incubate the eggs females lay, and then guard the chicks after they hatch. Male crested penguins
have also been known to arrive at their breeding locations long before the females. But the
reasons for this have been largely speculative. Do the males start swimming back to their breeding
grounds earlier than the females?
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Northern rockhopper penguin coming ashore on Amsterdam

Island after their winter migration. Photo by Jean-Baptiste

Thiebot.

Northern rockhopper penguins coming back ashore among the fur seals on Amsterdam Island, southern Indian

Ocean. Photo by Jean-Baptiste Thiebot.

Crested penguins include several species of the genus Eudyptes (black and white plumage with red bills and yellow crests
of feathers over their eyes), all of which are currently listed as Vulnerable or Endangered by the IUCN Red List. While
threats to these penguins are increasing, they are dif=cult track.

“At-sea life of penguins is dif=cult to observe directly, because of their diving habit, their low pro=le above the sea surface
and the harsh weather conditions often prevailing in the regions they live in,” says Jean-Baptiste Thiebot, a researcher with
the Centre d’Études Biologiques de Chizé, France at the time of the study, and currently with the the National Institute of
Polar Research, Japan. “Thus, for decades we have known very little about their at-sea ecology, being able to reliably study
them only on land.”

But with advancements in light-based geolocation loggers,
scientists have successfully tracked penguins over large
distances, including while the birds are at sea during the
winters.

These loggers work on the principle that the length of
daylight varies from the equator to the poles, or with latitude,
while the time of solar noon varies with longitude. They
record ambient light levels using a light sensor at regular
intervals, which can then be used to obtain approximate
locations of the birds. These tiny devices do not cause as
much disturbance to the penguins as GPS or satellite
transmitters. However, their location estimates are not as
accurate. To re=ne these estimates, scientists use additional
information such as temperature and depth.

Between 2006 and 2007, the scientists armed 66 crested
penguins of three species – macaroni, eastern rockhopper
and northern rockhopper – with miniature, light-based
geolocation loggers in three locations in the Indian Ocean:
Crozet, Kerguelen and Amsterdam islands. To determine
when penguins began migrating back to their breeding
grounds, the team fed individual movement tracks into
what’s known as a “broken-stick modeling technique,” a
statistical tool which helps in identifying change-points or
“breaks” in a series of data.

“This method was used because it is dif=cult to pick up one speci=c track location to say ‘this is when penguins started
their return back home,’ mainly because of the low spatial accuracy of the locations obtained from light-based
geolocation,” explains Thiebot.
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Macaroni penguin incubating eggs on its nest, Crozet Islands. Photo by Jean-Baptiste Thiebot.

Using this model, the team successfully estimated the dates when individuals decided to turn back from their winter
feeding grounds and compared differences in these dates between males and females, both within and between groups.

The team found a common pattern – the males of all three species, and in all three locations, began their journeys toward
their breeding grounds an average of nine days before the females.

“It was surprising to see how measurable and consistent among three species and three localities the shift in homing
decision date at sea between males and females were,” said Thiebot. “It really supports the fact that males initiate the
breeding cycle, even when looking from the sea side.”

But why do the males arrive at their breeding locations earlier?

Eastern rockhopper penguin on its nest, Crozet Islands. Photo by Jean-Baptiste Thiebot.

Previous land-based observations have shown that after extended winter foraging, male penguins must secure and defend
safe nesting places for their mates, which are a limited resource and thus very valuable. The study states that because
penguins generally breed once per year, the intense competition among male penguins to assess and acquire potential
nesting sites could be driving them to schedule their arrivals ahead of the females.

However, there remain several unanswered questions about penguins’ lives that require further research.

“One question that rose from our study is that if males leave their marine wintering areas (where they feed to replenish
their body condition before coming back on land to start breeding) earlier than females, then males would have less time
to feed than the females,” said Thiebot.

“A next step is then to understand whether males have more ef=cient foraging ability than females. We know from the
work of colleagues that males actually do dive deeper than females during winter, which may support such a differential
ability.”

Citation: Thiebot J-B, Authier M, Trathan P N and Bost C-A (2013) Gentlemen =rst? ‘Broken stick’ modelling reveals sex-
related homing decision date in migrating seabirds. Journal of Zoology. doi: 10.1111/jzo.12080
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Related articles

Photos: emperor penguins take Srst place in renowned wildlife photo contest

(10/18/2012) Photographer, Paul Nicklen, says he’ll never forget the moment when a slew of
emperor penguins burst by him in the frigid Ross Sea; he’d waited in the cold water, using a
snorkel, to capture this image. Now, Nicklen has won the much-coveted Veolia Environnement
Wildlife Photographer of the
Year Competition for the antic, bubbling photograph. Owned by the Natural History Museum and

BBC Worldwide, this is the 48th year of the Veolia Environnement Wildlife Photographer of the Year, which hands out
awards to 100 notable wildlife and environment photos.

Penguins face a slippery future

(09/26/2012) Penguins have spent years fooling us. With their image seemingly every where we
turn—entertaining us in animated =lms, awing us in documentaries, and winking at us in
commercials—they have made most of us believe they are doing just =ne; the penguin’s
charming demeanor has lulled us into complacency about their fate. But penguin populations
are facing historic declines even as their popularity in human society rises. Over=shing is

decimating some of their prey species, climate change is shifting their resources and imperiling their habitat, meanwhile
pollution, such as oil spills, are putting even healthy colonies at risk. Now, a young organization, the Global Penguin Society
(GPS), is working to save all of the world’s 18 penguin species by working with scientists, governments, and local
communities.

Cute animal pictures of the day: Humboldt penguin chick meets water

(08/13/2012) Humboldt penguins was found along the western edge of South America in Chile and Argentina. They face a
barrage of threats including over=shing, drowning as bycatch, El Nino conditions that affect food availability, and climate
change. Signi=cant population declines have led to the species being listed as Vulnerable on the IUCN Red List.

Article published by Tiffany Roufs on October 8, 2013.

Topics: Green, Environment, Birds, Endangered Species, Animal Behavior, Interns, Shreya Dasgupta, Penguins
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